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All Type of Lathe Machine
The company is in to manufacturing of total range of LATHE machines since 1971. We have machines from
small sized entry level to Heavy duty large bed size up to 40 feet for Oil and GAS sector with Large Spindle
bore.
Machines are Highly rigid, gives optimum output in terms of quality, accuracy and cutting characteristics.
It has minimum breakdown time.
We provide total solution with all required accessories and spares guarantee for full life of the machine.
Most of the parts are standardized and are interchangeable.

Milling Machine
The Milling machines supplied by us are Highly rigid, gives optimum output in terms of quality, accuracy
and cutting characteristics. It has minimum breakdown time as the product are optimized with 35 years of
manufacturing history.
We provide total solution with all required accessories and spares guarantee for full life of the machine.
Most of the parts are standardized and are interchangeable.

Surface & Cylindrical Machine
An unmatched range from Manual Surface Grinder to CNC Cylindrical grinder, we can fulll any
requirement in metal grinding.
The company in in to manufacturing of Grinding machines since 1989 with products including - Manual
Surface Grinder, Hydraulic Surface grinder, Column type surface grinder, Rotary surface grinder, Internal
and External Cylindrical grinder with Manual, Hydraulic or CNC control options.
We can provide exact tooled up solution after through study of customers requirement.

All Type of Drilling Solution
Tradeananta represents the Drills from simple Pillar Drills to Geared Double column Radial drills. The brand
is one of the most established and used in Indian market. With very rigid structure and perfect
manufacturing, All drills will outperform the customers need.
We can supply special customized products also like Milling cum Drilling machine, Gang drilling stations
etc as per customer requirements.
The parts used are easily interchangeable and hence highest peace of mind for users. We supply the
machine with DRO unit also.
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